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SEEING OPPORTUNITY

Train: Provide all support workers with the necessary training they need through the developing
targeted strategies for organisations in need and developing a co-learning platform
Connect: We aim to connect support workers to establish and foster a support network
Ensure: Create a community of well-skilled support workers who can deliver a high quality service in
caring for our disability sector, being a stable and consistent structure for their lives

TAKING 

OUR FUTURE.

ACTION.

Developed an MVP by launching a Facebook page called, 'Australian Disability Community for Carers
and Family'
Consistent and regular posts to increase platform engagement and validate the prototype with our
target market
Reaching out to develop long term partnerships with support worker organisations to distribute our
platform and reach a greater customer base 
Having an in-depth understanding of the problem space to ensure the project's ability to pivot and
develop the best solution

ENSURING SUSTAINABILITY.

20% of Australians live with at least one form of a disability
Nearly all disabled Australians require professional care
A major portion of disability works do not receive adequate levels of training and emotional support
for their job
This can negatively impact the quality of service to disabled persons

N-Able is a specialised community-based information platform for disability
carers and support workers. The platform aims to incorporate both a supply of
community sourced knowledge from experts and professionals, as well as a
community tool that provides support workers with the team culture needed in
this workforce. 

Continue reaching out
Continue engaging

within the disability eco-
system and applying

design thinking to best
address our problem

Establish a Brand
Establish a brand that

provides our focus
customers with a sense
of trust to achieve our
objectives and meet

their needs

Long Term Partnerships 
To partner with

organisations to further
build the platform to
continuously provide
effective training for

support workers. 

| Supporting our Support Workers



ENABLING PROGRESS
In communication with over 8 aged care homes regarding partnerships
Surveyed over 30 senior about their maternal 

Designing the maiden Share a Care buddy program, which will 
needs and pains in terms of social relationships

include digital activities such as: 
- Workshops
- Cooking classes
- Art-making sessions

Partner: Establish partnerships with aged-care homes and other community organisations operating
in the space of assisting elderly Australians
Incentivise: Provide incentives for UTS students to volunteer as buddies through gaining credits for
the UTS Soul Award Program
Connect: Form meaningful connections and bonds between students and aged-care residents through
the power of communication technology

Share a Care is a social enterprise dedicated to tackling the issue of loneliness
prevalent among the elderly community in Australia. This is sort to be achieved
through matching isolated aged care residents with student volunteer buddies,
and undertaking regular correspondences and activities together through
digital platforms.

In 3 months
Further refine prototype
programs and initiatives
for Share a Care prior to
the launch of the pilot

program 

In 6-8 months
Conduct first full scale
Share a Care program
with 10 duos from 1-2

aged care homes in
liaison with the UTS

Soul Award

In 1 Year
Expand student-related

partnerships to other
universities and refined
Share a Care program to
other aged-care facilities 

| Supporting our most vulnerable

OUR FUTURE.

SEEING OPPORTUNITY

TAKING ACTION.

Loneliness is one of the leading drivers of decline in physical wellbeing
among Australia's elderly population
45% of the elderly suffer from loneliness
This has been further exacerbated by the COVID-19 induced social distancing regulations
While social media may have broken down communication among tech-savvy population segments, this
has yet to translate to better outcomes for older Australians less in-touch with the new trends



MEDIA STATISTICS
792 Facebook follows

9989 Facebook impressions 

11,938 Facebook post impressions 

552 Instagram followers

Patricia Veng | Suncorp Group

Financial Reporting Intern

Vincent Trang | Challenger Ltd.

Systems Analyst Cadet

Alexander Cheng | Nous Group

Intern Consultant

Jan Broodryk | WooliesX

Corporate Strategy Associate 

Mark Bourke | EY

Consultant

enactusuts.org facebook.com/enactusuts @enactusuts
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